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The paper considers a bilevel mathematical model where two competing par-
ties sequentially open their facilities with the aim to capture customers and max-
imize profit. One of the parties, called a Leader, opens its facilities first, and after
it, knowing Leader’s decision, another party, called a Follower, opens its facilities
at the second turn. Customer capture depends on customer’s preferences which
are given by linear order on the set of potential locations. The party captured
the customer can assign only those facilities to serve him or her which are more
preferable for the customer than any competitor’s facility.

In the model under consideration, multiple demand scenarios are possible,
but only one of them is to be realized. That scenario is revealed after Leader’s
turn and before the Follower’s one. Thus, Follower makes its decision knowing
both Leader’s decision and the set of customers with all their attributes. We
assume that operating cost of the facility is a sum of its fixed cost and a term
which is proportional to the facility’s capacity. Leader’s goal in the competition
is to determine the set of open facilities and their capacities so that that its profit
is maximized in a worst scenario while Follower acts rationally by maximizing
own profit in each scenario as well.

The present paper presents further progress of the method of estimating
problems construction what enables us to calculate upper bounds for competi-
tive location problems and develop methods to solve them optimally. The method
consists in formulating additional constraints of Leader’s problem which improve
high-point problem estimations. The technique was introduced in [1, 2] and ex-
tended by adding new constraints improving the quality of the upper bounds
obtained.
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